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COLOR AND WHITE LED LIGHT

Your pool deserves the versatile, dynamic
brilliance that MicroBrite lighting delivers.
Give your pool the ultimate lighting upgrade. MicroBrite Color and White LED Lights
provide exceptional brilliance, lighting uniformity and amazing colors. For new pool
and spa designs, they give your designer the freedom to add dynamic lighting in
places never before possible. Let your imagination take you to brighter places!
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MICROBRITE COLOR AND WHITE LED LIGHT
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The brightest, most compact pool
and spa LED light available.
Whether you’re upgrading an older lighting system or building a new pool or spa,
there’s no better choice than MicroBrite Color and White LED Lights.

KEY FEATURES
Brilliant LED excitement in a small package
The brightest ultra-compact light available.
Premium LED illumination and vibrant colors
from a light just 3.5 inches long.
Add visual excitement
Be creative with horizontal or vertical
installation in water as shallow as four 		
inches. Add visual excitement to steps,
sun shelves, swimouts and water features.
Versatile upgrade for fiber-optic lighting
Suitable for retrofit into many pools with
older fiber-optic systems.

Fits where others don’t
Fits into narrow walls and tight spaces for
ultimate design and lighting flexibility.

Great colors
Syncs with Pentair GloBrite® and
IntelliBrite® 5G fixed colors and color shows.

Efficient, brilliant light

Outstanding light quality
No shadows or hot spots. Uniform color
and brilliance.

Energy-saving, money-saving LED efficiency
from the industry’s most compact 12V LED
plastic light.
Installs in any standard 1.5-inch
pool wall fitting
Fast and simple for professional installation.
No niche required.

Ready for show time
Connects to any Pentair automation system
and the Pentair IntelliBrite® Controller.
Long lasting
10X the life of incandescent light.

AVAILABLE FROM:

The MicroBrite Color and White LED
Light has earned the Eco Select® brand
distinction as one of the greenest and
most efficient choices from Pentair.

The TradeGrade family of
products is exclusively made
for and sold by the world’s most
demanding pool professionals.
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